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Abstract
The pandemics are large scale outbreaks of infectious disease that can cause a great level of morbidity
and mortality over a large geographical area causing a significant social, economic and political
disruption. The scientists say that the likelihood of pandemics has in the last few decades increased
because of greater integration of economy, travel, urbanization and over exploitation of natural resources.
So a great deal of policy attention and resources are required to limit emerging outbreaks that might lead
to pandemics.
As per W.H.O there were six recorded instances of pandemics during the period starting from 1900 to till
date.
In this study I tried to find out
1. When pandemic happens? Are there some special astrological alignments of planets that cause this
pandemic?
2. Why Covid-19 happened and when it is likely to end?.
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Introduction
This study focuses on pandemics of virus or bacterial diseases. First of all, there must be
certain astrological parameters or combinations required for the occurrence of a pandemic.
Also, all of these defined parameters must be logically connected and must be replicated every
time (or at least 75-80% time) whenever the event of similar nature occurs. Otherwise we
cannot make any logical prediction and cannot call it scientific.
So, as we know in astrology
1. Saturn means disease in masses.
2. Rahu & Ketu represents virus and bacteria.
3. Sun is the giver of life on earth or destroyer of virus or bacteria.
4. Jupiter means expansion or spread
Based on above facts let us make certain assumptions. These assumptions will be kept constant
while analysing each & every case.
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Assumptions
1) When Saturn comes on Ra-Ke axis. Virus or bacterial disease will be there in the masses.
It happens approx. once in every 5.5 - 06 years. It can be endemic/epidemic (local or
region specific) or pandemic (globally).
2) This disease will be manifested or initiated in the masses once annular or total solar
eclipse (not partial) is there because at that time Sun rays are blocked & do not reach on
the earth & this is the time the virus & bacteria are most active.
3) i) Now along with Saturn, if Jupiter is also on Ra-Ke axis or in mutual aspect at this time
the disease will spread globally and will become pandemic.
ii) Even if Saturn left the Ra-Ke axis before the Jupiter joins the axis, the disease can still
become pandemic if Jupiter joins within 6-7 months of annular or total solar eclipse which
happens immediately after Saturn departure from the axis.
4) The max. Intensity of pandemic will last for approx. 15 months from the solar eclipse after
which the pandemic started and covering next two successive solar eclipses.
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5) The disease will continue to spread till Jupiter is with RaKe axis or Saturn.
This is relevant for global level. For a particular country
the relevant horoscope also comes into consideration

Materials & Methods
Now based on information given above let us analyse the few
transits during the following
1. SARS
2. Swine Flu
3. Covid- 19

1) In case of SARS the disease started around Nov 2002
very close to relevant eclipse and almost ended on June
2003. The Saturn left the axis on 07/04/2003. The
immediate relevant eclipse was on 23/11/2003. Jupiter
joined the axis after approx. 15 months after this eclipse
so disease did not spread globally.
2) In case of Swine Flu also, the Saturn left the axis before
Ju joined the axis but Jupiter joined the axis almost
within 4 months of relevant eclipse after Saturn departure
from the axis. So Jupiter spread the disease globally.
Swine Flu started in early 2009 and ended around April
2010.
3) In case of Covid-19 the Jupiter and Saturn were together
first from 28/03/2019 to 25/04/2019 in Dhanu
(Sagittarius).

Saturn moved away from Ra-Ke on 24/01/2020 but Jupiter
was still on Ra-Ke axis. Exited on 31/03/2020 but joined
Saturn in Makar (Capricon) to continue spreading the disease.
Jupiter will again join Ra-Ke axis on 01/07/2020 in retrograde
motion just nine days after another annular eclipse on
21/06/2020 so possibility of disease spreading further.
On 21/09/2020 Ra-Ke axis will move away from current
position. At that time there may be small respite but Jupiter
again joins Saturn in Makar (Capricon) on 20/11/2020 till
06/04/2021 and there is a total solar eclipse on 14/12/2020.
So, things will again aggravate after that and more so because
Mars joins Ra-Ke axis in Feb 2021 to April 2021.
Results & Discussions
I have studied all the pandemics (as declared by W.H.O) from
1900 to till date.
1) Spanish flu (1918)
2) Asian flu (1957-58)
3) Cholera Pandemic (1961 starting)
4) Hongkong flu (1967-68)

Then again from 05/11/2019 to 24/01/2020 in Dhanu.
So, on 26/12/2019 when annular solar eclipse happened in
Dhanu they were together (clear case of pandemic).
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5) Swine flu (2009-10)
6) Covid 19 (2019- ongoing)
I found that during all these pandemics the assumptions made
are validated.
I also studied some cases like “SARS” where disease
remained localized or region specific and found that the
assumptions made were not validated in those cases.
This study definitely provides a clue about the likelihood of
conversion of an epidemic/endemic into a pandemic with an
accuracy of more than 80-85%.
Conclusions
1. The disease during or immediately after the transit of
Saturn on the Ra-Ke axis will become pandemic, only if
combine conditions of Solar eclipse and Jupiter transit
fulfils.
2. Regarding Covid -19, we can conclude that only by
March-April 2021 we can say that worst is over & we can
see significant change in situation. But maybe by that
time we will become more accustomed to the situation.
This analysis is based on astrological principles coupled with
logical analysis of past events of similar nature.
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